accessories
Samson Sports manufactures fishing tower accessories
for just about any application. Need Rocket Launchers?
We build single, double and triple bolt on and weld on
rod holders. Tired of fighting your net? We have weld on
and bolt on net holders. We also have VHF mounts,
standard and raised radar pads, Halogen and LED tower
lights, LED anchor lights and remote controlled spot
lights. If it will help you look cool or catch more fish,
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WE HAVE IT.

Bolt on Net Holder

Bolt on Single Rod Holder

Bolt on Double Rod Holder

Bolt on Triple Rod Holder

Welded on Single Rod Holder Rear Halogen Deck Lights

Remote Control Spot Light

Radar Pad
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“Built by fishermen,
for fishermen.”
We have built over 10,000 towers since we started
15 years ago, we know what works. Our skilled
craftsman are passionate to work with you to build
a tower that will enhance the looks of your boat
while making it more fishable. We perform all of
the bending, welding, computer guided machining
and fabrication on-site using only USA made
materials. If you can dream it, we can build it.
Edge Collapsible Fishing Towers
The “Edge” collapsible tower is custom designed to match
the shape of the windshield and side window yet still fit
around your canvas top. One person can collapse the tower
to below windshield height in about a minute, without any
tools. The custom built, all welded Edge tower is today’s
answer for the old style, universal bolt together towers that

Edge Collapsible Fishing Tower

look like an add on. You can choose from a list of accessories
to enhance your tower. We know that you never spend
enough time on the water and when you are able to get
away, you want the best experience.

Rigid Frame Fishing Towers
The “Rigid” model tower is the most popular choice for
the die-hard angler who won’t compromise on performance
and looks. Each Tower is custom built to match the shape
of your canvas/hardtop. You can choose rocket launchers,
radar pads, bolt on and weld on net and rod holders, tower
deck lights, remote control spot lights, integrated LED anchor
light, wakeboard racks or downrigger mounts to add to
your tower package. Don’t settle for a bolt together tower
that looks like a “swing set.” The “Rigid” all welded design
offers superior strength and looks.

Rigid Frame Fishing Tower
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